
Float Top

Float Bottom 

Upper Arm x 2

Lower Arm x 2

Trailer Plate x 2

#12 Screw x 12

3/8 x 5" Pivot Pin + Nuts x 4

Float Rest

Sealant   

1/4" Arm Bolt + Nuts x 2
9/16 Wrench x 2

U Bolt Package

Phillips Screwdriver

Inspect & ID Parts

Float Assembly

Float Arm Assembly

Trailor Plate Installation

Take U bolt and place it through the desired holes facing down. Place     Trailer Plate on the trailer slightly in front of axle. Take 2 tie plates and place them
underneath the trailer onto the U bolts and secure with the nuts. DO NOT TIGHTEN TO TRAILER

Turn     Float Top upside down and place a bead of sealant around the inside edge of the float. (Wipe off mating surfaces before applying sealant) 
On the bottom of     Float Bottom put sealant inside each of the 12 holes. Place     Float Top and     Float Bottom together. Making sure the Easy Guide logo on     is 
facing outward. Take     #12 Screw and screw all 12 screws into the 12 holes on     Float Bottom. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN
Wipe off excess sealant around the float.

Identify the left hand upper and left hand lower arm (on the back of the arm there will be LHU & LHL markings)  Take the left upper arm and connect it to the left lower arm. 
It is a tongue and groove with a splined joint. Take    1/4" Arm Bolt and put it though the joint hole and secure it with the nut in the back. Tighten the bolt.
Repeat steps for the right arm.

Adjust Float and Tighten Bolts

Attach Arm to Trailor Plate

Attach Float to Arm

Float Rest Installation

Take the arm and locate the 1.5" tines (one side is 1" and the other is 1.5") Place the 1.5" side to the trailer plate and secure it with     3/8 x 5" Pivot Pin.
DO NOT PUT THE NUT ON AT THIS TIME

Take float and hold it against the chine of your boat. Raise the arm to meet the float at the waterline. Once the tines of the float and arm are connected
place     3/8 x 5" Pivot Pin through the hole. THE PIVOT PIN SHOULD GO FROM THE INSIDE OUT

To adjust the pressure of the float against the boat move arm 1 tine in or out on the float. You also can move 1 tine in or out on the trailer plate. After moving float and 
trailer plate to desired position you can now tighten the U bolts to the trailer and secure all the nuts to the arms. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN PIVOT PINS
(You can also have opposite arms together for a better fit for some watercrafts) 

If your float adjustment puts your float off of the trailer frame install     Float Rest. Secure the float rest to the trailer frame using a U bolt. Your float should sit
on the float rest in the down position.

3
Can be purchased through Easyguide
for a 2", 3" or 4" trailer.

1006 N. Meridian Rd.
Chesterton, IN 46304

Office  219.926.2424
Fax       219.926.9828
Email   centerline@gmail.com
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If you are still needing more float adjustment you can 
switch the upper or lower arms to opposite sides.

To get a snug fit you can move the lower arms 
left or right one tine on the trailer plate.

Original Configuration Adjustment option
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